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In an effort to increase throughput, the microelectronics fabrication industry has transitioned to high
plasma density etching reactors using large source (.800 W) and moderate substrate bias
(.100 W) powers in which the ion to neutral radical flux is large compared to reactive-ion-etching
systems. These conditions can lead to microtrenching where etch rates are largest at the base of the
sidewalls. Microtrenching has been attributed to specular reflection of high energy particles, usually
ions, at grazing angles on the sidewalls of the mask and trench. These reflections produce a
‘‘focusing’’ of flux to the corners of the trench which results in locally enhanced etching. In this
letter, integrated plasma equipment and Monte Carlo feature profile models have been used to
examine the processes and conditions which produce focused fluxes and microtrenching, including
the degree of specular reflection and sidewall slope of the mask. Quantitative comparisons are made
to experimental measurements of etch profiles. ©1998 American Vacuum Society.
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As the feature sizes of microelectronics devices decre
to sub-0.5mm dimensions, the semiconductor fabrication
dustry is increasingly employing dry etching techniques
ing high plasma density reactors such as inductively coup
plasma~ICP! systems.1 These tools differ from conventiona
reactive-ion-etching~RIE! reactors in that the ratio of the io
flux to the reactive neutral flux to the substrate is larg
Microtrenching is one possible consequence of these co
tions. Microtrenching refers to profiles for which the et
rate is larger near the corners of a trench compared to
center of the trench. The etch profile across the floor of
trench is therefore either convex or has vertical slots at
base of the sidewalls. Microtrenching is believed to be p
duced by the impact of high energy particles~mostly ions! at
grazing angles (.80°) on the sidewalls followed by specula
reflection where the particles retain a large fraction of th
energy and directionality. These conditions lead to ‘‘focu
ing’’ of the high energy particles at the base of the sidewa
of the feature, resulting in higher etch rates at those lo
tions. Microtrenching can lead to large differences in e
depth across the bottom of features and the possibility
‘‘punchthrough’’ on etch stops or other thin layers such
gate oxide. Microtrenching was first discussed by Nguy
et al.,2 and the proposal that specular reflection is a ma
contributing cause was first made by Daltonet al.3

As plasma equipment models and profile simulators h
matured, the ability to self-consistently predict the con
quences of plasma-surface interactions on etch profiles
also significantly improved.4–7 In this regard, in this letter we
present results from integrated plasma equipment and pr

a!Electronic mail: stretch@uigela.ece.uiuc.edu
b!Electronic mail: mjk@uiuc.edu
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models to investigate the consequences of specular refle
by high energy grazing-angle ions and neutrals on pro
evolution during chlorine plasma etching of Si. The plasm
simulator we used in this study is the hybrid plasma equ
ment model~HPEM! and the profile simulator is the Mont
Carlo feature profile model~MCFPM!. The models, and thei
method of integration, are described in Refs. 4 and 8. In
MCFPM, the trench is resolved in two dimensions using
rectilinear numerical mesh having 5003500 cells for a
1 mm31 mm region. Computational particles are direct
towards the surface representing the energy and angu
resolved ion and neutral fluxes produced by the HPE
Monte Carlo techniques are applied to changed the iden
of a mesh cell to represent, for example, adsorption, pass
tion, and etching processes. The reaction mechanism
used is based on successive chlorination of Si by neutra
atoms followed by ion stimulated desorption of SiCln .4

The MCFPM differs from that previously described in th
method of treating ion~or high energy neutral! reflections
from surfaces. Due to the statistically rough surface inher
to Monte Carlo based simulators, it is necessary to loca
smooth the surface at the site of impact to eliminate unre
istic high angle scattering from sharp boundaries of the
merical mesh between the surface and plasma. This smo
ing was accomplished by sampling the actual plasma-sur
boundary 10–20 cells on either side of the point of imp
and making a least-squares fit to the surface. The incid
particle then collides and reflects from the smoothed surfa

All experimental and model results discussed in this
ticle are for an inductively coupled LAM 9400SC plasm
etching reactor.9 The reactor operating parameters are: 6
W inductively coupled power, 100 W substrate bias at 13
MHz, and 10 mTorr of Cl2 at a flow rate of 60 sccm. The
210216 „4…/2102/3/$15.00 ©1998 American Vacuum Society
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system we are addressing is etching of crystalline Si usin
hard mask of SiO2. The angular dependence of the etch yie
of chlorine atomic ions on silicon we used in the MCFPM
that measured by Chang and Sawin.10 We specified that ions
retain as much as 99% of their energy when reflecting
grazing angles (.80°) based on results from molecular d
namics simulations by Helmer and Graves.11 We ignored the
effects of surface charging on ion trajectories in the tren
due to the moderately high conductivity of the substra
though charging in the trench is an important process in p
ducing notching.12

To demonstrate the dependence of microtrenching on
degree of specular reflection~SR!, the fraction of grazing
ions allowed to retain their energy was varied from 0%
95%. The resulting profiles, shown in Figs. 1~a!–1~c! for 0.6
mm wide trenches, reveal significant changes in the morp
ogy of the bottom of the trench. As the fraction of SR
increased, the corners of the trench evolve from be
rounded at 0% SR, to being sharp and square at 50%,
finally to having microtrenches at the base of the sidewall
95% SR. The onset of microtrenching is a direct result of
reflection from the sidewalls leading to ‘‘focusing’’ or en
hancement of the particle flux at the base of the sidew
The increased particle flux produces a higher etch rate wh
if sufficiently focused, generates microtrenching, generally
SR.90%.

The slope of the sidewall of the mask can also play
important role in the initial development of microtrenchin
A finite slope of the mask increases the solid angle of the
flux from the plasma that can reflect from its sidewalls. Sin
the angular spreads of the ion flux for the conditions of
terest are typically,4° – 5°, a small variation in the slope o
the mask sidewall accesses a significantly larger fraction
the ion flux. For example, the etch profiles shown in Fi
1~d!–1~f! were obtained by varying the slope of the ma
sidewalls from 0° to 4°. As the slope is increased the m
crotrenching becomes more pronounced and broader. N
that as the depth of the trench increases the relative are

FIG. 1. Etch profiles for chlorine etching of silicon for~a! 0%, ~b! 50%, and
~c! 95% specular reflection and for outward slope of the mask sidewall
~d! 0°, ~e! 2°, and~f! 4°.
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the mask sidewall decreases compared to the exposed
wall of the trench. Therefore the influence of the slope of
mask on microtrenching is less pronounced for dee
trenches. However, since the solid angle of the ion flux
cessible by the sidewalls of the mask is always larger t
that for the trench, its slope is always an important cons
eration.

The evolution of microtrenching is shown in Fig. 2 whe
predictions from the simulation are compared to experim
tal results for 0.35mm wide trenches at different times du
ing the etch. A 0.2mm thick hard mask was used in th
model, while a 0.1mm hard mask was used experimenta
which etched at a rate approximately 5% that of the silic
The predicted and experimental profiles show the sa
trends. As the trench deepens, the depth and width of
microtrenches increases as more sidewall area is availab
reflect and focus ions. The model shows a more sev
broadening of the microtrenches than found in the exp
ments which may be a consequence of the discreteness o
numerical mesh.

The angular dependence of sputtering yield is typica
depressed at normal incidence with a maximum near 60
recently demonstrated by molecular dynamics simulations
Hansonet al.13 for the sputter yield of Cl1 on Si. Experi-
ments by Chang and Sawin,10 however, show a broad maxi
mum in the etch yield of Cl1 on Si from 0° to 40° with a
gradual decrease approaching 90°. These results indicate

of

FIG. 2. Comparison of experimental etch profiles~left-hand side! and results
from the model~right-hand side! for etch times of~a! 10, ~b! 20, ~c! 40, and
~d! 80 s.
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the mechanism for ion enhanced etching may differ fr
simple sputtering. The precise forms of these etch yields
have an influence on microtrenching. These trends are sh
in Fig. 3 where profiles are plotted for the same etch tim
while using different angular dependencies for the etch yie
The slope of the mask sidewall is 2°. The profile in Fig. 3~a!,
the base case, was obtained with no angular dependen
the etch yield. The sidewalls of the trench have a shal
angle and the microtrench is broad due to there being a b
angular flux of reflected ions. The profile in Fig. 3~b! was
obtained using the angular dependence of Hansonet al. The
etch rate is smaller than for the base case since the rel
etch yield at near normal incidence is lower. The sidewa
are nearly vertical due to the larger etch yield at graz
angles. There is also structure on the floor of the trench
sulting from the extrema in the etch yield and energy loss

FIG. 3. Etch profiles for different models of the angular dependence of
yield. ~a! Uniform angular dependence,~b! angular dependence as given b
Hansonet al. ~Ref. 13!, shown at left for 100 eV ions,~c! angular depen-
dence as given by Chang and Sawin~Ref. 10!, shown at left for 35 eV ions.
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ions reflecting from the walls. The profile generated us
the etch yields from Chang and Sawin@Fig. 3~c!#, has nar-
rower microtrenches than the base case, due to there b
fewer losses of grazing incidence ions on the sidewalls. T
sidewall slope is larger than for the yields of Hansonet al.
due to the decrease in etch yield at grazing angles. The
etch rate is commensurate with the base case due to
larger yield at normal angles.

In conclusion, a Monte Carlo feature profile model h
been used to investigate the effects of specular reflectio
grazing-angle ions on the profile evolution and microtren
ing in chlorine plasma etching of silicon. We found that t
SR of ions from the sidewalls must exceed 90% at graz
incidence (.80°) to reproduce experimentally observed m
crotrenching. The slope of the sidewall of the mask also
an important influence on microtrenching. Sidewall slopes
2°–4°, commensurate with the angular spread of the inco
ing ion flux, increases microtrenching by accessing a lar
solid angle of the ions. The angular dependence of the e
yield influences microtrenching as well. Low yields at hig
angles of incidence allow more ions to retain a larger fract
of their energy after reflection from the sidewalls, there
producing a narrower microtrench. Microtrenching increa
with increasing etch depth due to the larger sidewall a
available for ion reflection.
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